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⚫ Modern SAEAs alternates global and local search phases⚫ SAEAs are an effective approach to addressing 

expensive optimization problems (EOPs)

➢ Function evaluations (FEs) in EOPs are 

computationally or financially expensive

➢ SAEAs estimate a promising solution among 

candidates by assessing their quality with surrogates

➢ Surrogates usually approximate the objective functions

Gaussian Process (GP), Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN), etc. …
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e.g.) 𝜔 = 30 in GORS-SSLPSO [Yu+ 19] and SAHO [Pan+ 21]

⚫ Many SAEAs set a small number of generations 𝝎
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Since the differentiation calculation is a linear operation, 

if the process is mean-square differentiable,

The Expected Gradient

is equivalent to the gradient of the expected function value.

(the approximate objective function)

→ Gradient-based searches 

can be applied!!
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Get 𝑁 samples with Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) and Evaluate them

Surrogate-assisted Evolutionary Algorithm (SAEA)

Experiment

Expected Gradient in GP Proposal: expected gradient-based SAEA

⚫ Experimental Design

➢ IEEE CEC’13 benchmark suite

(Single-obj., Real-coded)

➢ Compared Algorithm

[Cai+ 19]

Number of functions 28

Problem dimension 𝐷 10, 30

Maximum number of FEs 1,000

Number of runs 15

GP RBFN

GPEME [Liu+ 14] S-JADE* [Cai+ 19]

IKAEA [Zhan+ 21] SAHO [Pan+ 21]

GSGA* [Cai+ 20], Proposal*
* : SAEAs that alternate global and local search phases

Parameter settings of our proposal 

𝑁 = 100, 𝐹 = 0.5, 𝐶𝑅 = 0.9,
𝑀 = 3, 𝐾 = 50, 𝐿 = 5𝐷 

[Liang+ 13]

⚫ Results

Parameter settings 

follow the papers.

Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test 

(significance level = 0.05)

+ : our proposal underperforms

- : our proposal outperforms

~ : cannot find significance

Fitness values (1,000 FEs, 𝐷 = 30 as an example) Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test (+/-/~)

An expected gradient-based intensive search succeeded in improving the performance of SAEA.
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Quasi-Newton method = Gradient-based method
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• to prevent solutions from being guided to the wrong region

• to reduce the runtime

Possible reasons
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